Multiplicative yield component analysis: what does it offer to cereal agronomists and breeders?
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we have discussed the problem of decomposition of a response variable into other predictor variables whose product gives the value of the response variable. This methodology is known as multiplicative yield component analysis. We have discussed the applications of multiplicative yield component analysis in cereal science and breeding. The discussion of multiplicative yield component analysis involves the description of yield component analysis for cereal grain yield, single genotype yield component analysis and across-genotype yield component analysis.
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Agronomists and plant breeders are very often faced with so-called yield components, which are such plant and crop traits the product of which gives yield. Yield component analysis is a general methodology of analyzing a causal model of how yield components affect yield. In this way the information on the importance of particular yield components is extracted, which can be interesting for agronomists and plant breeders for various reasons. We discuss these reasons in this paper.

Yield component analysis was applied in numerous applications, and its theoretical issues were studied quite deeply (see Kozak and Małdy 2006). Still there are some issues to be solved and discussed (for example, methodology for multiplicative yield components that develop in sequential order during ontogenesis, extracting direct and indirect effects from the analysis; see Kozak and Małdy 2006 and Kozak et al. 2007a). Here we will deal with one of such issues, namely how the results of yield component analysis should be used, and what kind of conclusions might be drawn based on them. Despite the fundamental importance of this issue, no account of it might be found in the literature. Applications of yield component analysis are diverse and so are the conclusions that can be drawn based on them; some conclusions are of critical importance for a given crop species, while others seem to be drawn without appropriate and desirable consideration.

First, let us formally define what yield component analysis is. A yield-component model is one in which components are traits the product of which gives yield, that is (e.g., Fraser and Eaton 1983, Spaarnaij and Bos 1993, Piepho 1995),

\[ Y = \prod_{i=1}^{k} X_i \]  

(1)

where \( Y \) stands for yield and \( X_i, i = 1, ..., k \), for the \( i^{th} \) component

Owing to the multiplicative character, the model (1) should be called the multiplicative yield-component model to distinguish it from an additive yield-component model (Jolliffe and Courtney 1984). For simplicity, henceforth we will call it yield-component model, and the whole methodology yield component analysis (instead of multi-
pllicative yield component analysis). If the product of the traits at the right-hand side of (1) does not give yield, at least in theory, such traits cannot be called yield components (Kozak and Mądry 2006).

In this paper we deal only with yield components in the strict sense provided by the model (1).

Yield component analysis – hereafter YCA – is a general methodology aiming to probe into the effects of yield components on yield. This modeling should take account of the specific form of the model (1); including the full determination of yield by the components (note the lack of the error term in the model; Kozak and Mądry 2006).

YCA is a general methodology because not only but many statistical approaches and methods have been constructed and applied for YCA; we will touch upon this problem in next section.

Although the methodology’s name suggests it is yield what is of interest, in general YCA can be applied for any set of traits that follow the yield-component model (1) and for which the causal structure can be a priori stated through model (1). Such a model is considered, for example, for nitrogen uptake studied as the product of nitrogen-uptake efficiency and crop nitrogen supply (Samborski et al. 2008); for oil yield per plant studied as the product of number of capitula per plant, number of achenes per capitulum, achene mass and oil concentration (Abbadi et al. 2008); or in various ecological problems, for example one in which the lifetime productive success of an individual in a wild animal population is studied as the product of its reproductive lifetime in years, average birth rate per year, and average proportion of offspring that survive to be adults (Brown and Alexander 1991).

Having said that, in this paper we will focus on the classical yield component analysis in the agronomy/plant breeding sense, in which yield is analyzed as the product of at least two plant traits. We will also limit the discussion to cereals, for which grain yield is considered as the product of its three following components: number of spikes per unit area, average number of kernels per spike (commonly called number of kernels per spike), and average kernel weight (commonly presented as thousand kernel weight and called the kernel weight). Although cereal grain yield may be also studied as the product of biomass yield and harvest index (Kozak et al. 2007a), we will not consider this situation and will focus on what we could call the classical yield components. A set of such classical yield components could probably be defined for any plant species: For legumes, for example, this could be seed yield per unit area considered as the product of number of plants per unit area, number of branches per plant, number of pods per branch, number of seeds per pod and seed weight (Gołaszewski et al. 1998); for root species, root yield can be considered as the product of number of plants per unit area and root yield (Hühn 1987); and so forth.

The main question asked by those who apply YCA is which of the components are most important in determining final yield. The questions we ask in this paper are: With the YCA results in hand, what conclusions can one draw about yield and its components? What are the implications of YCA? We will try to address these issues and find out what really underlies yield components and their influence on cereal grain yield. To meet this aim, we introduce concepts of single-genotype yield component analysis and across-genotype yield component analysis; these concepts lay the foundations for a proper interpretation of the YCA results, no matter which statistical method has been applied.

We hope our considerations create a brief account for a proper interpretation of the YCA results, no matter which statistical method has been applied.

Yield component analysis for cereal grain yield: methodology. It was probably Engledow and Wadham (1923) who first proposed to analyze cereal grain yield as a result of its three classical components, namely number of spikes per unit area, number of kernels per spike, and thousand kernel weight. Later, this approach was taken up by many others, the effect of which was the acceptance of yield components as one of the most important sets of traits that contribute to final yield. It resulted in numerous applications of YCA for a number of plant species, among which cereals likely play the key role.

Description of statistical methods for YCA is beyond the scope of this paper; let us, however, remind what constitutes their essence. First, an efficient statistical method for YCA should take account of two specific features of the model (1), namely its multiplicative character and lack of a residual term. At first, classical statistical methods such as correlation or regression were applied (Fraser and Eaton 1983), thus these two features were disregarded. Later on, statisticians decided that the model (1) requires a specific approach. In addition, a new problem emerged when it appeared clear that some components develop in a so-called sequential order while others develop simultaneously. That cereal yield components develop in sequential order is now a generally accepted standpoint; see e.g. Dofing and Knight (1992) and Kozak and Mądry (2006). The former authors presented a discussion...
on the sequential development of small grain cereals, pointing out the sequence in which the yield and its components develop, namely number of spikes per unit area, mean number of kernels per spike, kernel weight, and grain yield. For discussion on sequential aspect of yield component analysis the readers are referred to Kozak and Maďry (2006).

Several statistical approaches for YCA that took account of the above issues were proposed. These were, among others, sequential yield component analysis SYCA (Eaton and Kyte 1978, Eaton and MacPherson 1978), Two-Dimensional Partitioning of Yield Variation (Eaton et al. 1986, see Kozak 2006 for the critical discussion of this method), and approaches by Hühn (1987), Brown and Alexander (1991), Bos and Spaarnaij (1993) and its modification by Kozak and Maďry (2005), Piepho (1995), Kozak (2004), etc.

For simplicity, henceforth by yield we will understand cereal grain yield, and by yield components, its three following multiplicative components: number of spikes per unit area, number of kernels per spike, and average kernel weight; YCA will be used to denote the multiplicative yield component analysis for cereal grain yield and its three above-mentioned components.

Single-genotype yield component analysis. The most common application of YCA is to study the influence of components on yield for a particular genotype. This approach helps identify the most important components in determining final grain yield of this genotype. This in turn may suggest to which of the components most of the attention should be paid when searching for optimal agronomical practices for the genotype. If, for a given species, it is possible to control these most important components, it is generally assumed that in this way one might control grain yield. For a particular genotype this control can be done practically only through agronomic practices and for cereals such control is rather limited. For any species, number of plants per unit area is the easiest yield component to control, but the extent to which this can be done strongly depends on a species. For sugar beet, for example, this can be done very efficiently; for cereals, on the other hand, number of spikes per unit area (which is considered instead of number of plants per unit area) is much more difficult to control, yet this is the main controllable yield component.

Nevertheless, this indirect type of approach towards optimizing grain yield seems to be somewhat longer way to go than the classical optimizing grain yield, when one seeks the best agronomic practices for yield itself and discounts the components’ value.

In fact, whichever the values of yield components, if only grain yield is at the optimum level, the aim of searching for the optimum agronomical practices is reached. Focusing on grain yield is an overall approach and despite its generality, or rather thanks to it, it takes account of the complexity of the relationships among the components. Focusing on chosen yield components, on the other hand, leads to limited conclusions, concerned mainly with those selected components. These two kinds of approaches are not necessarily parallel, and may lead to different conclusions (i.e., different agronomic recommendations).

A different situation one faces when not only grain yield is of interest, but also one or more of the components. For example, kernels may be required to be heavier than a specified weight. YCA can then provide information whether for a given genotype it is possible to obtain high yield together with large kernels; this, however, should be studied across various environments because it is quite likely that YCA may give different results in different environments.

Note that in this example it is not necessarily YCA that should be applied. YCA’s theory deals with analyzing all components from model (1) [even though in the past, univariate methods, such as simple regression, were applied; in this paper, following the contemporary point of view, we assume that YCA analyzes all the components from model (1)], not a chosen one. So in fact when one wishes to focus on the relationship between one particular component and yield it determines, it should be better to carry out a univariate analysis for influence of this component on yield, an analysis that would aim to provide interpretation and conclusions one wants to draw.

Indeed, environment is quite likely to influence the results of YCA, which is another important issue of YCA. This makes impossible to claim which of the components for a particular cultivar is the most important. For example, Samborski et al. (2005) studied two winter triticale cultivars Bogo and Fidelio. For the former cultivar, mean number of kernels per spike and kernel weight were equally most contributing components to grain yield determination, while number of spikes per m² had very small contribution. The results for the latter cultivar were quite similar though the contribution of mean number of kernels per spike was two times greater than that of kernel weight, number of spikes per m² being unimportant. Nevertheless, in other results on the same cultivars, Kozak et al. (2007b) obtained fairly different results, in which
it was number of spikes per m² that was the main component in determining grain yield of cultivar Bogo, contributing to about 50% of yield determination. For cultivar Fidelio this difference was not so visible, but still the first component accounted for 26% of grain yield determination, while in Samborski et al. (2005) study this contribution was 0%.

From the above discussion it is clear that there is little sense in studying relationships among yield and its components for a particular species; this should rather be done at a genotype level. One example for this is the above-mentioned research by Kozak et al. (2007b), who studied 15 winter triticale genotypes in terms of yield component analysis. From that study it clearly follows that there is a strong influence of genotype on YCA, which means that the results of YCA may greatly vary among genotypes.

The above discussion suggests that usually, if not always, it makes no sense to decide that a particular yield component is the best for a particular species as well as for a particular genotype across all environments. This is because the pattern of the influence of yield components on cereal grain yield, which is reflected in the results of YCA, clearly depends on both genotype and environment.

In summary, owing to the limitations mentioned above, the benefits of applying YCA for a particular genotype are rather narrow. The dependence of the YCA results on environment and genotype may be so strong that any conclusions drawn based on a single experiment, even if repeated across two or three years, may have no real meaning for broadly understood knowledge of the species and even genotype. This is not to say that no studies should be carried out and no such results provide interesting information; this is to say, however, that one should be always careful with YCA and its interpretation for a single genotype. And most of all, single-genotype YCA is not interesting itself, and should be linked to any process one studies, for example, optimizing grain yield.

**Across-genotype yield component analysis.** By across-genotype YCA we understand the YCA applied for a pool of genotypes based on mean values of the components and yield; hence for one genotype there is only one yield value, which represents the average yield for this genotype (either for a particular environment or for a pool of environments considered in the study). According to Kozak and Mądry (2006), however, it is important that the values of one of the components be calculated based on values of other components and yield in order to ensure that the model (1) be not violated. The best practice is to calculate the values of that component which is the most difficult to measure or with measurement of which the largest error is associated; for cereals it is common to calculate the values of mean number of kernels per spike. It is important to note, however, that such calculated values for the across-genotype YCA will be slightly biased; in the case of two components in the model, for example, this bias for a particular genotype will be equal to the covariance between the components for this genotype divided by the mean of the other component (which follows from the equations given by Hühn 1987). It is possible that this covariance might be incorporated into the model, but this needs further research. Hence an across-genotype yield-component model needs further development.

Interpretation based on across-genotype YCA deals with relationships for genotypes. For example, if number of spikes per unit area has a positive influence on grain yield, it means that genotypes with large number of spikes per unit area are high-yielding. This type of analysis fully disregards what is going on for particular genotypes, so has nothing to do with single-genotype YCA. In fact, for some genotypes number of spikes per unit area may be the most while for the others the least important yield component in determining grain yield, which says nothing about the across-genotype YCA, which can for example prove this component to influence grain yield moderately.

While the single-genotype YCA has agronomic importance, the across-genotype YCA is rather concerned with plant breeding. Information the across-genotype YCA provides may be utilized to detect to which components high yield can be attributed. This in turn may show in which direction breeding of high-yielding genotypes should be led, and which genotypes from the pool of genotypes used in a study might be used for this purpose. As was the case with single-genotype YCA, the across-genotype YCA may be environment-dependent. This makes the YCA results vary among various genotypes, which in turn affects conclusions as to which components indeed affect grain yield most importantly. If, despite these differences, there is still one component the influence of which is major in all or at least most of the environments, this component can be considered the most important in determining grain yield. Nonetheless, if the differences among the environments are large and no such component can be pointed out, then the YCA results are unstable across the environments. In such a case, quite likely the across-genotype YCA will provide no particular conclusions as to which
components should be paid most attention to in the breeding program. A more detailed analysis should be then performed in order to probe into the YCA pattern to find any information about the influence of components on grain yield that might be helpful.

From the above it follows that across-genotype YCA cannot offer any information on the optimum agronomic practices or environments in terms of optimizing yield or its components. These optimum practices and environments may wildly differ among genotypes. Such considerations are in fact remote from its focus, and as such should never be taken into account during interpretation. The across-genotype YCA should be reserved for finding the patterns of the influence of components on yield among the pool of genotypes, keeping in mind that this information may be far from (and even opposite to) the patterns for individual genotypes.
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